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A+LS ™  S C I E N C E  C U R R I C U L U M  
 

 

The A+LS™ Science curriculum is a comprehensive, completely integrated curriculum for grade levels 1-12.  A sequence of 14 titles provides an 
extensive, e-learning solution ideal for schools that want to use technology to improve their instructional process.  The A+LS program consists of an 
Internet-based instructional management system with student assessment tools built in and educators can test students on national, state, district, or 
local objectives because any set of standards can be added to the system. 
 
The Science titles develop skills in practical situations by utilizing a Four-Step Approach:  Study Guide, Practice Test, Mastery Test, and Essay 
modules are used to define the instructional environment.   
 

• The Study Guide module provides a text- and graphics-based delivery of material that is reinforced by pictures and diagrams supported by a 
wealth of content.  Study Guides teach the concepts and skills associated with each lesson.  A number of the Study Guide pages have specific, 
interactive feedback that will assist students in solving problems or understanding concepts. 

 
• The Practice Test module provides the students, to practice the skills learned in the Study Guide section.  The student has instant access to the 

study material for reference.   
 

• In the Mastery Test module, the student takes a scored examination, and then the electronically "turns in" the test and the results are recorded 
in the A+LS Management System.   

 
• The Essay module allows the student to compose individual, free-form answers to a wide variety of questions and problems. 

 
The A+LS product line features a unique multimedia authoring system that enables educators to create and modify curriculum content.  Through this 
feature, it is a simple process to add new text, graphics, video, or voice to any A+LS lesson to ensure that the lesson content never becomes outdated.



A+LS SCIENCE  THE SCIENCES I 
CURRICULUM GRADE LEVEL 1 

 
# LESSON LESSON CONTENT 

 

 
Page 2 

Physical Science 
Matter 1 Matter Living and non-living matter; exploring matter using the senses of smell, sound, 

and taste 
 2 Dividing Matter Explanation of the process of grouping matter according to taste, color, weight, 

and size 
 3 States of Matter 1 Identification of characteristics and examples of solids, liquids, and gaseous 

matter; the properties of matter 
 4 States of Matter 2 How matter can change its state; the process of changing from solid to liquid or 

gas; how recycling changes the states of matter 
 5 Air 1 Exploring the properties of air; air as a gas; how air is important in everyday life 

Energy 6 Machines How machines help us do work; the concept of push and pull and forces; energy 
sources for machines 
Life Science 

Human Body 7 Sensing Your World The world around us, using the senses to determine the shapes, sights, and sounds 
of the world 

 8 Using Your Senses Learning about the world by seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, and smelling; using 
more than one sense at a time 

 9 Sensing Danger How the senses tell us about danger, the colors of a traffic light; the danger of fire; 
how machines keep us safe; smoke and fire alarms 

 10 Growing and Changing Explanation of the process of human growth, how germs can make us sick; food as 
a source of energy for people 

 11 Growth and Health The importance of eating a balanced diet; exercising daily; good hygiene, and rest 
for a healthy lifestyle; taking care of your teeth; and how to use medicines 

 12 Human Body Identification of the various parts of the human body including bones, the skin; 
hair, the brain, blood, the stomach 

Ecology 13 Living and Non-living The differences between living and non-living things; the importance of food and 
water for life; how living things move, grow, and make other living things 

 14 Needs of Living Things Identification and explanation of why living things need shelter, nourishment, air, 
water, and care; the growth of living things 

Plants 15 Seeds How plants grow from seeds; the differences in seeds; the parts of a plant, 
including the roots, stem, and leaves 
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 16 Seeds and Plants Explanation of the needs of plants, including sunlight, water, and nutrients; the 
similarities and differences of plants; how plants produce fruit; the effect of the 
four seasons on plants 

 17 People Need Plants The needs of human nutrition; fruits and vegetables; how we use the products of 
plants; how farmers plant seeds to grow crops 

 18 Plants The functions of the parts of a plant; roots, stem; leaves; flowers, and seeds; the 
growth of plants 

Animals 19 Animals Characteristics of animals; the various coverings of animals; how animals move 
and protect themselves from danger 

 20 Animal Growth How animals grow; the animals that hatch from eggs; how animals care for their 
young; animals that live in or near water; the male and female animals 

 21 People Need Animals Animals at the zoo, on the farm; wild and tame animals, human consumption of 
animal products, house pets, how animals help do work 

Earth Science 
Earth 22 Rocks and Soil Discussion of dinosaurs; how the earth changes; description of properties of rocks 

and soil; how volcanoes change the earth 
 23 Oceans Characteristics of the oceans; the effect of salt water on plants; the temperature of 

ocean water; how the sun warms the water of the earth; description of the ocean 
floor 

Weather 24 Air 2 An explanation of the properties of air and how it changes the weather; the concept 
of the weight of air; the sources of wind and rain 

 25 Weather What causes the change in temperature and weather; the formation of clouds and 
rain 

 26 Water Cycle Living things need water; water sources; the oceans and moisture in the air; the 
formation of clouds; rain falling back into the ocean 

Space 27 The Sun Description of the sun as a star; the size and shape and location of the sun; how we 
get heat and light from the sun 

 28 The Seasons Explanation of the four seasons; the difference in weather conditions during each 
season; the characteristics of each season and its effects on plants and animals 

 29 Day and Night What causes day and night; explanation of the earth rotating and its relationship to 
the sun 
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Technology in Today’s World 

Technology 30 Technology A review of the six simple machines and how they make work faster and easier; 
the concept of a force as a push or a pull 
Evaluation 

Review 31 Science Terms Review 1 A review of the three states of matter; the use of senses to explore the world; how 
to stay healthy 

 32 Science Terms Review 2 A review of living and non-living things; the parts of a plant; how plants grow; the 
coverings of animals and how they move 
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Physical Science 
Matter 1 Matter Living and non-living things, plants, animals and people; matter and the concept of 

space, mass, and volume; using the senses to explore matter 
 2 Grouping Matter Grouping matter by taste, color, weight, and size; organizing different objects by 

texture, hardness, length and shape 
 3 States of Matter 1 Identifying solids, liquids and gases; the properties of matter including shape, size, 

and volume 
 4 States of Matter 2 How matter can be changed from one state to another, recycling and the 

environment 
 5 Machines The use of force to make machines do work; energy sources, including electricity, 

wind, sun, water, animals, and people; food as a source of energy for people 
 6 Work and Machines Identification of work and energy; description of six simple machines and the work 

that each performs 
 7 Air Exploration of the properties of air; why life on earth needs air; air as a gas; the 

effect of moving air on objects 
 8 Measurement How rulers, thermometers, and scales measure things; using non-standard methods 

of measurement 
Energy 9 Magnets How magnets push or pull objects; magnetic poles; magnets and machines 
 10 The Sun 1 The characteristics of the sun; the sun as a star and a source of light and heat; the 

effect of the sun on plants; experimenting with shadows; the concept of daytime and 
nighttime 

 11 Light Energy Light as a form of energy; the speed of light; sources of light; how light can do 
work and can be changed into heat or electricity 

 12 Heat Energy Sources of heat including the sun and fire; heat as a form of energy; the conduction 
of heat through objects; the use of a thermometer to measure heat; how heat can 
change the states of matter 

 13 Sound Energy How sound moves through objects; the concept of a vacuum; sound as a form of 
energy; sound waves and the sense of hearing 
Life Science 

Human Body 14 Growing and Changing The process of human growth from newborn to adult; the importance of exercise 
and eating healthy foods for energy; getting plenty of rest 
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 15 Growth and Health Importance of nutrition, rest, exercise, and hygiene and how these affect human 
growth 

 16 Using Your Senses The five senses of sight, smell, touch, taste, and sound, and how they help us 
understand our environment; how the senses communicate with the brain 

 17 Health The proper use of medicine; how drugs can make people well; the dangers of 
alcohol and tobacco 

Ecology 18 Sensing the World Learning about the environment through our senses; identifying shapes; the function 
of the eye and the taste buds 

 19 Our World How living things react to changes in the environment; cutting down forests; 
building of roads, factories, homes and farms; draining wetlands; pollution 

Plants 20 Seeds How seeds grow; the parts of a seed; experimenting with seeds; the different types 
of plants, including flowers and trees 

 21 Seeds and Plants The needs of plants; water, nutrients, and sunshine; the reproduction of plants; how 
seasons change plants; the plants of deserts and rainforests 

Animals 22 Animals Characteristics of animals; the grouping of animals; mammals, birds, fish, 
vertebrates and invertebrates; animal coverings 

 23 Animal Growth How animals grow, develop, and reproduce; what animals need to survive, 
including food and water; male and female animals 

 24 People Need Animals A study of the different types of animals; zoo, farm, wild, and tame animals and 
pets; how people use animal products; animals as pets; working animals, including 
seeing-eye and guard dogs 
Earth Science 

Earth 25 Landforms The changing earth, glaciers, formation of lakes, plains; hills and mountains; the 
effect of rivers on the land 

 26 Fresh Water Sources of fresh water; rain, melting snow, and ice; the importance of dams; ground 
water and wells; water pollution 

 27 Oceans Characteristics of ocean and fresh water; the need of the human body for fresh 
water; plants and animals of the oceans; how the sun warms the ocean; waves; the 
ocean floor 

Weather 28 Air and Weather Characteristics of the air, definition of low and high pressure; measurement of air 
pressure, predicting the weather; different forms of precipitation; cloud types 
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 29 Changes in Weather Clouds; characteristics of warm and cold air; thunderstorms, wind, rain, and 
lightning 

 30 More Weather Clouds and cloud formation; precipitation; meteorologists 
Space 31 The Sun 2 The sun as a source of heat and light, how the sun warms the earth and the air; 

characteristics of the seasons 
 32 The Seasons Identification of the four seasons; natural events that are associated with each 

season; temperature and precipitation of the seasons 
 33 Day and Night The tilt of the earth on the axis; how the sun creates daylight and darkness; 

explanation of rotation and revolution; the orbit of the earth 
 34 The Moon The size of the moon in relation to the earth; the characteristics of the surface and 

atmosphere of the moon; how the moon was formed 
Technology in Today’s World 

 35 Technology Explanation of technology; examples of how technology has influenced the 
formation of various products; technology in transportation 

Evaluation 
 36 Science Terms Review 1 A review of the science terms used in The Sciences II 
 37 Science Terms Review 2 Further review of the science terms used in The Sciences II 
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Physical Science 
Matter 1 Matter 1 Examination of the solid, liquid, and gaseous states of matter; how atoms make up 

matter; the property of matter 
 2 Matter 2 How matter changes states; how mass and matter can be measured, the evaporation 

of water into a gas 
Energy 3 Machines 1 Identification and explanation of simple machines, including the lever, hammer, 

seesaw, ramp, wedge, and screw; fulcrum and load 
 4 Machines 2 The concept of compound and complex machines; a pencil sharpener, the bicycle; 

other simple machines, the wheel, pulley, and wedge 
 5 Machines 3 Exploring force and friction; how a force is a push or a pull; how work is done 

when an object is moved; the concept of resistance on machines 
 6 Magnetism The effect of magnetic forces, the earth as a magnet, the north and south poles of a 

magnet; how magnets can attract and repel objects 
 7 Electricity Electrical charges, currents, flow of electricity, conductors and non-conductors of 

electricity; electrical circuits, static electricity; batteries and lightning 
 8 Heat Heat as energy, uses and sources of heat; solar heat; the conductors and insulators of 

heat; the use of a thermometer to measure heat; Fahrenheit and Celsius scales; 
calories 

 9 Light Light as a form of energy, sources of light; measurement of the speed of light, how 
light affects objects 

 10 Sound Causes of sound; identification and explanation of vibrations, pitch, sound waves, 
duration; how sound travels through matter 
Life Science 

Human Body 11 Cells Introduction to cells; cells; the cell as the smallest living part of a plant or animal; 
how cells divide; the shapes and sizes of cells; organisms, and systems 

 12 Bones and Muscles How bones help move and support the body; bones protect internal organs; bones as 
living tissue; bone marrow, how muscles work 

 13 The Brain Function and composition of the human brain and the nervous system; the left and 
right hemispheres; long and short term memory 

 14 A Healthy Body How to have a healthy body; food groups and the food pyramid; nutrition habits; 
preventing illness; identification of germs, viruses, bacteria, and personal hygiene 
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Ecology 15 Conservation Importance of preservation and conservation of animal and plant habitats; the effect 
of pollution and acid rain; the role of conservationists 

Plants 16 Plants  Seed and non-seed plants, plant parts, roots, stems, and leaves; how plants make 
food; photosynthesis; carbon dioxide 

 17 Seeds The basic needs of seeds; how seeds are scattered and transported by water, wind, 
and animals 

Animals 18 Animal Populations Identification of animal populations; a community of animals; herds, flocks, 
schools, prides; identification of endangered species 

 19 Animal Habitats Where animals live; eating habits of animals, herbivores, carnivores, and 
omnivores; how animals are consumers; the importance of people protecting the 
habitat of animals 

 20 Insects Overview of insect features; study of lady bugs, butterflies, and spiders; social 
insects; colonies; metamorphosis; the parts of an insect 

 21 The Food Chain Predators and prey; the eating habits of animals; decomposers, the food chain on 
land and water; the food web; algae 

 22 Life Cycles The life cycle of living things; humans, animals, butterflies, mealworms, frogs; how 
animals are born; decomposition; the biosphere and metamorphosis 
Earth Science 

Earth 23 Inside Our Earth The appearance of earth from space; the earth as a sphere; the layers of the earth; 
landforms; islands and mountains; the crust, mantle, and core of the earth 

 24 The Changing Earth How weathering and erosion affect the earth; soil and rocks; how wind and water 
and glaciers cause erosion 

 25 Rocks and Minerals Classification of rocks and minerals; properties of minerals including color, weight, 
hardness; mineralogists; magnetic minerals; igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary 
rocks, sediments 

 26 Oceans Identification of the Atlantic, Indian, Pacific, and Arctic Oceans; how the oceans 
affect weather and produce food; ocean waves; the crest and trough of waves, 
wavelength; tsunamis, ocean currents, and tides 

Weather 27 Weather 1 Identification of atmospheric layers and how they relate to life on earth; the 
formation of weather in the atmosphere 

 28 Weather 2 The troposphere, water vapor, precipitation; humidity, dew, the dew point; water 
cycle; the formation of frost; meteorologists 
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 29 Water Salt water in the oceans, fresh water in glaciers; lakes, rivers, and ponds; 
groundwater; the water cycle; evaporation and condensation 

Space 30 The Solar System 1 Overview of the solar system; galaxies; the Milky Way; identification of the inner 
and outer planets; the Asteroid Belt 

 31 The Solar System 2 The orbits of earth and moon; effects of gravity; eclipses, the rotation of the earth 
 32 The Moon Examination of the orbit and phases of the moon; the moon’s surface and 

atmosphere; the relationship of the earth and the moon 
 33 The Sun Composition of the sun; how the sun affects life on earth; growth; the sun as a star; 

the temperature of the sun and planets; elliptical orbits of the planets 
 34 The Seasons Review of the four seasons; how the tilt of the earth causes seasons; temperatures 

and events that are associated with seasons 
The Nature & Skills of Science and Science & Technology 

 35 Science Fair Project Development of a science fair project; topic selection; the scientific method; the 
hypothesis; how to display your project; procedures; results and conclusions 

 36 Computers The development of computers; the abacus; the modern computer; computer 
memory; bytes; output; input, and data 

 37 Science Terms Review A comprehensive review of the science terms included in all lessons 
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Physical Science 
Matter 1 Matter Review of solid, liquid, and gaseous states of matter 
 2 Measuring Matter How matter is measured in various forms; physical and chemical properties 
Energy 3 Magnetism Magnetic forces, the earth as a magnet, north and south poles 
 4 Electricity Electrical charges, currents, flows, and conductors 
 5 Heat Heat as energy, sources of heat, uses of heat, measurement of heat 
 6 Light Light as energy, sources of light, uses of light, measurement of speed of light; how 

light affects objects and objects affect light 
 7 Sound How sound is caused, definition and examples of vibrations, pitch, sound waves, 

duration, how sound travels through matter 
Life Science 

Human Body 8 A Healthy Body The food groups and the food pyramid, nutrition habits, preventing illnesses, 
identification of germs, viruses, bacteria; importance of personal hygiene; drug 
education 

 9 Our Senses How the human body uses senses to make observations and relate the scientific 
method 

Plants 10 Plants and Animals Plant and animal adaptations for survival 
 11 Cells Identification of parts of cells, nucleus, cell division in plants and cell division in 

animals 
 12 Living Things Cells, how living things function, bacteria, protists, fungi, plants, and animals 
Ecology 13 Conservation Importance of conservation and preservation of the earth’s resources 
 14 The Food Chain How the food chain works on land and in the oceans; ecological dangers that 

interfere with the food chain 
 15 Plants 1 Chlorophyll, photosynthesis, parts of flowers 
 16 Plants 2 Plant germination, reproduction in plants 
Animals 17 Animal Populations Identification of herds, flocks, schools, prides, coveys; identification of endangered 

species 
 18 Animal Habitats Where animals live, eating habits and adaptations of animals, herbivores, 

carnivores, and omnivores 
 19 Insects Traits of insects, overview of insect features, study of habits of specific insects 

including the butterfly, mosquito, spider, and ladybug 
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 20 Animal Behavior Social behavior of animals and insects; animal instincts, migration, predators, prey 
 21 Life Cycles Exploration of the life cycle of animals and humans 

Earth Science 
Earth 22 Inside Our Earth Earth from space, composition of the main layers of the earth 
 23 The Changing Earth 1 Examination of causes of earthquakes, terms associated with earthquakes, location 

of faults 
 24 The Changing Earth 2 Examination of volcanoes, terms associated with volcanoes, types of volcanoes, the 

Ring of Fire 
 25 The Changing Earth 3 Causes of weathering and erosion and how these forces affect the earth 
 26 Rocks and Minerals Formation and classification of rocks and minerals; mineral features and 

characteristics 
Weather 27 Water Examination of the water cycle 
 28 Clouds Identification of various types of clouds and how they are formed, location in the 

atmosphere 
 29 Weather Identification and formation of water vapor, humidity, dew; types of precipitation 
 30 Weather Measurement Using tools that measure and predict weather and weather patterns 
Space 31 The Solar System 1 Overview of the solar system, identification of inner and outer planets; revolution 
 32 The Solar System 2 The earth, moon, the sun, orbits of each, gravitation 
 33 The Inner Planets Mercury, Venus, the Earth, Mars; the asteroid belt; orbits and features of each 
 34 The Outer Planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto; orbits and features of each 
 35 The Moon 1 The moon’s orbit; phases, and atmosphere 
 36 The Moon 2 Composition of the moon, atmosphere of the moon, exploration of the moon; 

eclipse 
 37 The Sun Composition of the sun, terms associated with the sun, benefits of the sun to the 

earth, gravity 
 38 Beyond the Solar System Examination of constellations, the Milky Way, light years, star navigation, 

instruments to explore the solar system 
The Nature & Skills of Science and Science & Technology 

 39 Science Fair Project Development of science fair projects; steps of the scientific method 
 40 Computers Development of technology, the abacus, computer terms, parts, features, and uses 
 41 Science Terms Review Comprehensive review of the science terms included in all lessons 
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Physical Science 
Energy 1 Matter 1 Living and non-living matter; mass; the states of matter; solids, liquids; gases, and 

plasma; atoms; molecules; elements and compounds 
 2 Matter 2 The parts of an atom; protons, neutrons, and electrons; quarks, molecules and 

compounds 
 3 Electricity 1 Explanation of energy; kinetic, potential energy; electrons; electric current; 

amperes and voltage; magnetism and gravity; conductors and insulators; direct and 
alternating current 

 4 Electricity 2 Types of electric circuits; series and parallel circuits; electronics; transmitters and 
transistors; integrated and printed circuits; microprocessors and memory circuits 
Life Science 

Organisms 5 Living Things 1 Examination of one-celled living organisms and their important parts; the needs of 
living things; the cell theory; oxidation 

 6 Living Things 2 The composition of organisms; cells as the building blocks of life; genes and traits; 
the functions and parts of a flower; the fertilization and pollination of flowers 

Ecology 7 Animal Adaptations 1 Adaptation features and habitats of animals and their environment; animal 
behavior; migration and hibernation; protective coloration; warm-blooded and 
cold-blooded animals 

 8 Animal Adaptations 2 Animal environments; types of animal teeth; incisors, canines; structural 
adaptations of animals; camouflage 

 9 Climate and Life 1 Definition and examples of biomes; trees, prairies, temperature and precipitation; 
climate zones; deciduous forests, the tundra and taiga 

 10 Climate and Life 2 The types of weather; air temperature, air pressure; humidity and cloud cover; 
warm and cold fronts; global winds; jet streams; the effect of altitude and latitude 
on weather; climate zones 

 11 Environment 1 Examination and explanation of ecology; a community and ecosystem; habitat, 
procedures, consumers and decomposers, the food chain; extinct animals; 
succession 

 12 Environment 2 Non-renewable energy; the importance of conservation and recycling; how these 
practices affect the environment; renewable energy sources 

 13 Water in the Air Definition and examples of humidity; evaporation and condensation; the water 
cycle; psychometer, barometer, relative humidity 
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Human Body 14 Body Systems List of the major systems of the human body; the function of each system; 
identification of major components of each system; red and white blood cells; 
plasma; memory cells 

 15 Nutrition Nutrients from food; sugars, starches, proteins, fats, minerals and vitamins; the 
four basic food groups; the food pyramid 

 16 Digestion 1 Exploration of the function of the digestive system; the salivary glands, esophagus, 
pancreas; liver, intestines, and stomach 

 17 Digestion 2 Comparison of the digestive system of humans and animals; the digestive system 
of owls and snakes; the digestive system of large animals 

 18 Diseases Explanation of bacteria and viruses; children’s diseases; contagious diseases; 
antibiotics; the immune system; streptococcus; vaccinations; and rhinoviruses 

Earth Science 
Weather 19 Air Air pressure on the earth; high and low pressure areas humidity and relative 

humidity; the wind chill factor; the jet stream; air currents; convection currents, the 
anemometer; storms 

 20 Weather 1 Weather and the atmosphere; air pressure and wind; air masses and fronts; low and 
high pressure, hurricanes, typhoons, cyclones, blizzards, tornadoes; meteorology 

 21 Weather 2 The layers of the atmosphere; troposphere; stratosphere; ionosphere, climate and 
weather, the greenhouse effect 

 22 Weather 3 Air and molecules, the movement of heat by radiation, convection, and 
conduction; using a barometer to measure air pressure 

 23 Weather 4 Explanation of storms, tornadoes, hurricanes, and other large storm systems; wind 
shear, vortex and a funnel cloud; weather watches and warnings; Doppler and 
NEXRAD radar 

Earth 24 The Earth’s Layers Examination of the three major layers of the earth and the components of each 
layer; continental drift; plate tectonics, spreading, fracture, and colliding 
boundaries 

 25 The Changing Earth 1 Geologic processes, erosion; volcanism and uplift; chemical and physical 
weathering; oxides; the formation of volcanoes; how earthquakes change 
landforms 
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 26 The Changing Earth 2 The landforms of the earth, plains, plateaus, continental drift; Pangaea Theory; 
plate tectonics, boundaries of plates, faults, seismograph; the Richter Scale, the 
Ring of Fire; mid-ocean ridges 

 27 The Changing Earth 3 Volcanoes, lava and magma types; domed mountains; igneous rocks, cinder cones; 
fissures, shield volcanoes 

Space 28 The Moon 1 The rotation of the earth; the obit of the moon; the phases of the moon; waxing and 
waning; The Apollo Space program; lunar and solar eclipses 

 29 The Moon 2 The moon as a natural satellite of the earth; moon craters, gravity on the moon; the 
rotation of the moon, the lunar elliptical orbit 

 30 The Solar System 1 The inner and outer planets; asteroids; comets and moons; gravity and gravitational 
attraction; inertia; function; ellipse; orbital velocity; aphelion and perihelion; the 
rotation and revolution of the earth 

 31 The Solar System 2 Description of the inner planets; major features of each planet; asteroids; meteors, 
meteoroids, meteorites, comets 

 32 The Solar System 3 The outer planets of the solar system; a discussion of the major features of each 
planet; artificial satellites; Sputnik, Voyager I 

 33 The Solar System 4 Identification and examples of galaxies, nebulae, the Milky Way, absolute 
magnitude, the properties of stars; novas, supernovas, white dwarfs, quasars, and 
black holes long and short period comets 

The Nature & Skills of Science and Science & Technology 
Safety 34 Safety Safety rules, general guidelines for laboratory behavior; clothing guidelines; what 

to do in case of an accident 
 35 Science Skills Review of science skills and the scientific method; developing a hypothesis; use of 

a log book; analyzing and the conclusion 
 36 Science Fair Project Using the scientific method in a science fair project; visual aids, the display board; 

statement of the purpose; materials, procedures, the bibliography 
 37 Technology The relationship of technology and science; the first telescope; the Hubbell 

telescope; Ketch telescope; the use of DNA in science; nuclear energy; 
radioactivity and technology 
Evaluation 

 38 Science Terms Review A comprehensive review of the science terms included in all lessons 
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Physical Science 
Matter 1 Matter and Atoms 1 Definition and explanation of living and non-living matter, atoms, molecules, 

elements, protons, nucleus, neutrons, and the periodic table 
 2 Matter and Atoms 2 The various states of matter and matter that changes its form; the concept of volume 

and molecules in matter 
 3 Compounds and Molecules Definition and examples of mixtures, compounds, molecules, elements, and 

solutions 
Energy 4 Electricity Explanation of potential and kinetic energy, electrical energy, electrons and protons, 

electromagnets, electric current, amperes, voltage, conductors, insulators, 
alternating and direct current; Newton’s 

 5 Using Forces Laws of inertia and gravitational forces, matches forces, newtons, joules, gravity, 
the effect of friction 

 6 Energy 1 Energy as the ability to do work; sources of energy including batteries, wind, energy 
from steam, and fossil fuels, nuclear, thermal, geothermal, and solar energy; kinetic 
and chemical energy 

 7 Energy 2 The various forms of energy; potential energy, kinetic energy, chemical energy; 
fuel; food as a source of energy; nuclear fission and nuclear fusion; radiation 

 8 Images and Refraction Discussion of how light travels through objects; the iris, cornea, pupil, and retina of 
the human eye 

 9 Light Energy Light and light rays, refracted and reflected light, concave and convex lenses; 
spectrums; translucent, transparent, and opaque surfaces 
Life Science 

Organisms 10 Cells The cell theory, the parts of a cell, nucleus, cytoplasm and cell membrane, vacuoles, 
chloroplasts, chromosomes, viruses, protists, euglena, and paramecia, cell division 
and mitosis 

 11 Living Things 1 Living and non-living things; metabolism; respiration, removal of waste, growth 
and reproduction; use of microscopic amoebas, protoplasm; cells, and life functions; 
oxidation 

 12 Living Things 2 Identification of matter, biology as the science of life, cells as the building blocks of 
life, cell theory; species, parts of a flower, plant reproduction with seeds; pollination 

Human Body 13 Diseases Communicable and non-communicable diseases, pathogens, bacteria, antibiotics, 
acquired immune deficiency syndrome; inherited traits, disease; heredity 
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 14 Brain and Nervous System Identification of function of the central nervous system including the spinal cord, 
brain, cerebrum, association nerve cells, cerebellum, medulla, brain stem; the 
hypothalamus; motor nerve cells, reflexes 

Plants 15 Living Things 3 Asexual reproduction, amoebas, single cell organisms, DNA traits, sexual 
reproduction; chromosomes; the process of meiosis 

 16 Plant Growth Definition and examples of stimuli, responses; tropisms; hormones, tendrils, and the 
environment 

Ecology 17 Environment 1 Ecosystems, ecology, populations, community, succession, predators, prey, and 
people and environments 

 18 Environment 2 The effects of pollution on carbon dioxide and clean air; acid rain, the greenhouse 
effect, thermal inversion; the ozone layer; pesticides 

 19 Scientists Identification of important contributions by major astronomers, botanists, 
zoologists, geneticists, and chemists 
Earth Science 

Weather 20 Weather Identification of various weather terms, layers of the atmosphere, troposphere, 
stratosphere, mesosphere, ionosphere; weather and climate; greenhouse effect 

 21 Water in the Air Relative humidity, barometers, and other measurement instruments 
Earth 22 Erosion Definition and examples of physical and chemical weathering; the erosion of rock 

and soil, pollution and acid rain 
 23 Minerals 1 Identification of various types of minerals, fossil fuels, properties of minerals, rocks, 

gems, ore, dietary minerals; magma and crystals 
 24 Minerals 2 Properties of minerals; luster, hardness, streak, density, crystal shape, cleavage, 

fracture; solubility, examples of minerals including fluorite; calcite, and jade 
Space 25 The Sun 1 Profile of the sun and its properties; the comparison of the sun to other stars; solar 

flares, nuclear fusion; the sun as the center of the solar system 
 26 The Sun 2 The relationship of the sun to the earth; the force of gravity, the layers of the sun, 

the photosphere; chromosphere; corona; solar activity; sunspots; solar winds 
 27 The Moon Profile of the moon, phases, major identification points on the moon; effects of 

moon on earth 
 28 The Solar System 1 The inner and outer planets; gravitational attraction, the effects of inertia; the orbits 

of planets; the ellipse; orbital velocity; aphelion; perihelion; the tilt of the earth’s 
axis 
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 29 The Solar System 2  Explanation of planetary years and days; descriptions of the nine planets and their 
location in the solar system 

 30 Beyond the Solar System Identification of features of deep space, including quasars and black holes; galaxies, 
nebulae, the Milky Way, absolute magnitude; the properties of stars 

The Nature & Skills of Science and Science & Technology 
 31 Safety Review of basic safety procedures, science laboratory rules; safety symbols 
 32 Science Skills The steps of the scientific method; topic identification, hypothesis; development, 

conducting experiments; conclusions 
 33 Science Fair Project How to complete a science fair project; use of the scientific method, the 

organization of the display board 
 34 Technology Development and use of science and technology in daily life; laser discs, CD 

ROMs; modems, scanners, digital cameras, liquid crystal display 
Evaluation 

 35 Science Terms Review Comprehensive review of the science terms included in all lessons 
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Physical Science 
Energy 1 Motion Definition of motion, reference point, and distance; the distance formula; velocity, 

average speed, acceleration; mass, friction, force, and inertia 
 2 Energy Descriptions of kinetic and potential energy, as well as other types of energy 

including heat energy, chemical and mechanical energy, electrical energy, radiation; 
definition of work; formula for work 

 3 Electricity Explanation of electrical charges; static electricity; currents and circuits; series and 
parallel circuits; fuses, circuit breakers,  

Matter 4 Matter Identification of states of matter including solid, liquid, gas, and plasma; 
sublimation, condensation; physical and chemical changes; viscosity; compounds 

 5 Atoms Review of atoms, electrons, neutrons, and protons; models of the atom including the 
electron cloud and Bohr models; quarks, leptons; energy levels 

 6 Chemical Changes Review of atoms and matter; introduction to physical and chemical changes; 
compounds; chemical reactions; ionic and covalent bonds 
Life Science 

Organisms 7 Cells and Cell Theory 1 Invention of the microscope, identification of organisms and cell structure; cell 
functions, including osmosis and diffusion, the Cell Theory 

 8 Cells and Cell Theory 2 Review of the Cell Theory; processes of plant and animal cells; photosynthesis, 
respiration, fermentation 

 9 Cells – Mitosis Explanation of three ways that cells divide; review of the process of mitosis, 
including interphase, prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and telophase; how genetic 
traits are passed, DNA bonds 

 10 Organisms Explanation of three methods of classification of organisms; explanation of the five 
kingdoms; steps in classification; binomial nomenclature 

 11 Water Chemical definition of water, identification of oceans and ocean characteristics, 
organisms found in fresh water and sea water, water as it relates to life processes; 
the water cycle 

 12 Simple Forms of Life Identification of bacteria, protozoa, algae, fungi, and viruses and how each organism 
functions; uses of bacteria; the phylum groups of protozoa 

Human Body 13 Human Body 1 Review of the major systems of the human body and the function and interaction of 
each system, including the skeletal, muscular, nervous, respiratory, reproductive, 
excretive, and digestive systems 
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 14 Human Body 2 Emphasis on the respiratory system of the human body, the function of the lungs, 
blood, trachea, bronchial tubes, alveoli; the process of inhaling and exhaling and the 
exchange of gases 

Plants 15 Green Plants 1 Vascular plants; xylem and phloem; root systems; herbaceous and woody stems; 
non-vascular plants 

 16 Green Plants 2 Explanation of the process of photosynthesis and plant respiration; transpiration; 
how plants use food to create energy 

Ecology 17 Ecosystems Ecology and ecosystems defined; how organisms interact; the biosphere; 
populations, communities, habitats; producers, consumers, and decomposers within 
a community 

 18 Biomes Biotic and abiotic factors within a biome; the process of symbiosis; identification of 
seven major biomes and their climates, plants and animals that are associated with 
each biome and climate 
Earth Science 

Weather 19 The Atmosphere 1 Winds, air pressure, instruments used to measure atmospheric conditions; 
anemometers, local and global winds; pressure gradients 

 20 The Atmosphere 2 States of water, evaporation, transpiration, condensation; types of precipitation; 
relative humidity; chemical changes, terms associated with water in the atmosphere, 
explanation of the water cycle 

 21 Weather 1 How air masses cause weather changes, terms and definitions associated with 
weather; continental and tropical polar and maritime air masses; prevailing winds, 
fronts, and cloud types 

 22 Weather 2 Formation of tornadoes, hurricanes, thunderstorms, instruments used to measure 
storm conditions; lightning, Doppler radar 

Earth 23 Weathering Definition and examples of weathering; how weathering occurs and the effects of 
weathering; igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks; intrusive and extrusive 
rocks; the rock cycle; exfoliation, hydration, oxidation 

 24 The Changing Earth 1 Seismic waves, the seismograph; the Richter Scale, identification of layers of the 
lithosphere; volcano types and terms; the Ring of Fire Plate tectonics; identification 
of fault types, including slip-strike and reverse thrust; mid-ocean ridges; shearing, 
tension, and compression; focus and epicenter of earthquakes 
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 25 The Changing Earth 2 The theory of plate tectonics; Pangaea and explanation of continental drift; 
spreading of the sea floor; mid-ocean rifts and ridges; diverging plate boundaries; 
the subduction zone 

 26 The Changing Earth 3 The earth’s rotation, the hemispheres, the coriolois effect; revolution; latitude and 
longitude; apparent solar time; the prime meridian; the international date line 

 27 The Earth’s Rotation The orbit of the earth; aphelion and perihelion; the tilt of the earth; solstices and 
equinoxes; the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn; the Arctic and Antarctic circles; 
auroras 

 28 The Earth’s Revolution Explanation of the earth’s orbit, velocity, location in the solar system, the seasons, 
terms associated with earth rotation and revolution 

Space 29 Astronomy Celestial phenomena, the celestial sphere; identification of various constellations 
and mythology that accompany each 

 30 The Moon  Conditions on the moon, including the surface and layers; the atmosphere; theories 
of how the moon was formed; phases of the moon; apogee and perigee; gravitational 
pull and tides 

The Nature & Skills of Science and Science & Technology 
 31 Safety Tips for maintaining safety in the laboratory; identification of symbols that indicate 

various types of dangers or alerts in the laboratory 
 32 Science Skills Review of scientific method and other skills useful in the study of science; 

deductive and inductive reasoning; controlled experiments 
 33 Science Fair Project 1 Review of the scientific method; directions for creating a successful science fair 

exhibit; selecting a topic; forming a hypothesis; researching and analyzing data 
 34 Science Fair Project 2 Review of tips for completing a science fair project; detailed discussion of research, 

preparation of bibliography, and presentation skills 
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 35 Technology Development and use of technology in science; robots; alloys; artificial skin; 
computer athletics; radio telescopes; technology uses in cleaning oil spills 

Evaluation 
 36 Science Terms Review Comprehensive review of the science terms included in all lessons 
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Physical Science 
Energy 1 Motion  Definitions of acceleration, force, friction, gravity, the distance formula, weight, 

mass, standard international units, inertia, review of Newton’s laws of motion, 
terminal velocity 

 2 Energy Review of radiant, potential, chemical, and mechanical energy; formulas for kinetic 
and potential energy; review of the law of conservation of energy 

 3 Machines Review of simple machines; lever, pulley, wheel and axle, screw, inclined plane, 
and wedge; mechanical advantage, resistance 

 4 Waves Definitions of wavelength, crest, trough, frequency, speed, and amplitude; 
transverse and longitudinal waves; the electromagnetic theory, the color spectrum, 
rays, sound waves, reflected and refracted waves and rays; the Doppler effect 

 5 Electricity The relationship between electrical and magnetic energy; electromagnets, 
commutators, armature 

Matter 6 Atoms Electrons, protons, neutrons, electron cloud model; quarks, leptons, the energy 
ladder; atomic number and atomic mass; introduction to the periodic table 

 7 Chemical Reactions 1 Energy levels; chemical bonds; ionic, covalent, and metallic bonds; electron dot 
diagrams; polyatomic ions 

 8 Chemical Reactions 2 Endothermic and exothermic reactions; symbols used in chemical formulas; 
products and reactants; introduction to synthesis, decomposition, single-replacement 
and double-replacement reactions 
Life Science 

Organisms 9 Cells – Mitosis Review of DNA theory, the stages of mitosis; genes, DNA bonding 
 10 Cells – Meiosis Cell division, meiosis, chromosomes, reproduction; the process of synapses; parent 

and daughter cells; diploid and haploid cells 
 11 Traits Mendel and the study of inherited traits; x and y chromosomes; dominant and 

recessive alleles; phenotypes Punnett squares 
 12 Simple Forms of Life Functions and descriptions of algae, plankton, euglena, diatoms, fungi, yeasts, etc.; 

useful forms of molds; lichens 
 13 Organisms Contributions of Aristotle and von Linne in classifying organisms; binomial 

nomenclature; three methods of classification 
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Human Body 14 Human Body 1 Review of the major systems of the body including the skeletal, muscular, digestive, 
circulatory, respiratory, nervous, reproductive, immune, excretory, and endocrine 
systems 

 15 Human Body 2 The immune system; the body’s lines of defense against disease; identification of 
lymphocytes; viruses, interferons; macrophages 

 16 Disease Review of communicable and non-communicable diseases, AIDS and HIV, how it 
is spread; prevention and treatment of AIDS 

 17 Human Body 3 Function of the muscular and skeletal systems; identification of bone parts and 
functions, cartilage; joint types and functions; flexors, extensors; ossification 

Plants 18 Green Plants Life process of plants; terms; herbaceous and woody stems; perennials and annuals; 
root systems and types; tropisms; dormancy 

Ecology 19 Biomes The nine major biomes; definition of biomes; examples of aquatic biomes – oceans, 
freshwater, and estuaries; the littoral, sub-littoral, phalagic, and photic, bathyal and 
abyssal zones 
Earth Science 

Weather 20 The Atmosphere 1 Difference in heat and temperature; absolute zero; conduction, convection, and 
radiation; conductors and insulators; thermal energy; the greenhouse effect 

 21 The Atmosphere 2 Prevailing winds, air pressure, convection cells; fronts; mercury and aneroid 
barometers; isobars; pressure gradients; the coriolis effect 

 22 The Atmosphere 3 Fog, steam fog, the troposphere, transpiration, respiration; the hydrologic cycle; 
precipitation types and cloud types 

Earth 23 Weathering Igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks; magma, lava; extrusive and intrusive 
rocks; the rock cycle, physical and chemical weathering; oxidation and 
carbonization 

 24 The Changing Earth 1 Seismic wave types; the Moho; the core, mantle, and crust of the earth; the 
lithosphere, cinder cone, shield cone and composite volcanoes, lateral eruptions; 
active volcano zones including the Ring of Fire 

 25 The Changing Earth 2 Plate interaction and destruction, theory, and measurement, the seven tectonic 
plates, fault types, major faults in the earth, mid-ocean ridges and trenches; tension, 
compression, and shearing forces; the Richter scale 
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Space 26 The Solar System Studies of Aristotle, Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newton, and Einstein; the laws of 
planetary motion; inertia, the nebular theory; the layers of the sun, sunspots, solar 
flares and solar prominences; solar winds, auroras 

 27 The Earth’s Revolution The orbit of the earth, perihelion, aphelion, the equinoxes, equinoxes, velocity, 
location in the solar system, the seasons and the tilt of the earth 

 28 Astronomy The celestial sphere, nuclear fusion, the constellations, zenith, azimuth, parallax, 
altitude; light years, astronomical units, and parsecs 

The Nature & Skills of Science and Science & Technology 
 29 Safety Rules for safety in the laboratory, clean-up instructions, first aid measures, safety 

symbols in the laboratory and their meaning and importance 
 30 Science Skills Review of the steps in the scientific method, inductive and deductive reasoning; 

pure and applied scientists 
 31 Science Fair Project 1 Instructions and tips about effective presentations of science fair projects; 

developing a hypothesis, the importance of bibliography, etc. 
 32 Science Fair Project 2 Review of instructions for developing a science fair project and specific help with 

topic selection and presentation. 
 33 Technology A review of technology and its application to the development of the International 

Spaced Station. 
 34 Science Terms Review Comprehensive review of science terms included in all lessons. 
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1 Biology Themes Definition of Biology, living and nonliving things, characteristics of organisms, uses of energy, identification 
of the scientific method, deductive and inductive reasoning. 

2 Observation & Measurement Using diagrams, charts, and tables to display information, comparison of uses of pie charts, line charts, bar 
graphs, etc. measurement of metric mass and length, area, and volume. 

3 Chemistry in Life Atoms and elements, electrons, orbital shells, atomic mass, the periodic table, chemical properties, atomic 
numbers, energy skills, ionic and covalent bonds, compounds, organic and inorganic molecules, chemical 
reactions. 

4 Cells Form Organisms Cell theory, cell parts, cell structures and functions, specialized cell structures. 
5 Cells at Work Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, cell membranes, active and passive transport, hypertonic, hypotonic, and 

isotonic solutions. 
6 Cell Processes Binary fission, mitosis, interphase, prophase, metaphase, and telophase, meiosis, steps in meiosis. 
7 Respiration & Replication Chromosomal replication, comparison of DNA and RNA, RNA types, homeostasis, respiration, 

photosynthesis, light reaction and the Calvin cycle. 
8 Heredity and Genetics 1 Sexual and asexual reproduction, binary fission, budding, regeneration, Mendel, contrasting traits, 

homozygous and heterozygous traits, dominance and recessiveness. 
9 Heredity and Genetics 2 Hybrids, dihybrids, determining sex, sex-linked traits, law of dominance, law of segregation, law of 

independent association. 
10 Classification in Life Taxonomy, populations, Linnaeus and the Taxonomic Theory of Hierarchy, scientific naming, identification 

of five kingdoms and eight phyla. 
11 Monerans and Viruses Bacterial reproduction, eubacteria, decomposers, helpful and harmful bacteria, monera characteristics, 

requirements for survival, bacterial shapes, comparing bacteria and viruses, viral diseases, lytic viruses, 
scientific contributions of famous bacteria fighters. 

12 Protists Identification of protists, protozoans, and protist phyla, paramecia, sexual and asexual reproduction in 
paramecia, life cycle of plasmodia, flagellates, symbiotic relationships, euglenoids. 

13 Fungi Mycology, characteristics of fungi, identification of chitin and hyphae, fungi phyla, the importance of fungi to 
humans, fungal diseases. 

14 Nonvascular Plants General plant characteristics, algae, similarities, the vascular system, bryophytes, mosses, the life cycle of 
moss, the importance of bryophytes to humans. 

15 Vascular Plants Comparison of tracheophytes and bryophytes the vascular system, vascular tissue, seedless plants, the fern 
life cycle, vascular plants with seeds, gymnosperms, conifers, cycades, gingkoes, characteristics of monocots 
and dicots, artificial reproduction. 
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16 The Flowering Plants Flower parts, structures, life cycle of the flowering plant, fertilization, pollination, agents of pollination, 
simple and compound fruits. 

17 Seeds, Roots, and Stems Seeds and seed dispersal, seed features, roots and root structures, stem and leaf types. 
18 Porifera Animal traits, coelomates, pseudocoelomates, acoelomates, sponges, the importance of the ocean to sponges. 
19 Cnidaria Cnidarian characteristics, sexual and asexual reproduction, classification of corals, coral reef formations. 
20 Mollusks Characteristics of mollusks, classes of mollusks, clams, scallops, oysters, snails, conches, abalone, slugs, 

octopus, squid, nautili, reproduction in mollusks. 
21 Echinoderms Starfish, sand dollars, sea urchins, and sea cucumbers. 
22 The Worm Phyla Major worm phyla, characteristics and classes of flatworms, planaria, nematodes, annelids, parasites and free-

living worms, excretory, respiratory, nervous, circulatory, and reproductive systems of worms, diseases 
caused by worms. 

23 Arthropods 1 The exoskeleton, molting, stages of complete and incomplete metamorphosis, digestive systems of 
arthropods, arthropod respiration, circulation and reproduction, diseases caused by arthropods, classes of 
arthropods. 

24 Arthropods 2 Crustaceans, diplopoda, chilopoda, insecta, and arachnids, Internal and external functions, digestion, 
circulation, excretion, senses and reproduction. 

25 The Insect Phyla Internal and external insect functions, digestion, circulation, excretion, senses and reproduction, silk glands, 
characteristics of insects, mouth and wing types. 

26 Vertebrates - Fish 1 Chordates, characteristics of fish, jaw types, skin and scales, cartilage and bone structures, external structures. 
27 Vertebrates - Fish 2 Nervous, circulatory and reproductive systems of fish, symbiosis in fish, special adaptations in fish. 
28 Vertebrates - Amphibians Amphibian orders, external and internal structures, muscular system, digestion, respiration, nervous, and 

reproductive systems in amphibians, frogs, toads, salamanders, and other amphibians. 
29 Vertebrates - Reptiles 1 Lizards, turtles, gila monsters, komodo dragons, and other large reptiles.  Characteristics and body systems, 

skin types, extinct reptiles. 
30 Vertebrates - Reptiles 2 Snakes, reptile orders, venomous snakes, endangered reptiles. 
31 Vertebrates - Birds Characteristics of birds, feather types and functions, wing structures, beaks and bills, adaptive feet, flight, 

digestive, skeletal, circulatory, nervous, and reproductive systems of birds.  Migration and birds. 
32 Vertebrates - Mammals Characteristics of mammals, circulation, digestive, nervous, reproductive systems, body coverings, teeth 

types, mammal orders and characteristics. 
33 The Human Body Review of body support systems, muscle types, circulation, respiration, digestion, and excretion in various 

organisms.  Introduction to the human body systems. 
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34 Human Locomotion Body tissues and types, skeletal support, identification of bones in the human body and their types, arm and 
leg parts and appendages, joints, muscle types and function. 

35 The Nervous System The spinal cord and brain, sensory and motor neurons, nerve impulses, the brain parts, the brain stem, the 
peripheral nervous system, reflexes, and senses. 

36 Circulation & Respiration The heart, blood flow through the heart, arteries and veins, capillaries, blood pressure, blood composition, 
blood types, the Rh factor, internal and external respiration, cellular respiration, breathing. 

37 Digestion & Excretion The digestive process, teeth types and functions, enzymes, the stomach, absorption, nutrients, importance of 
water in digestion and excretion, vitamins, minerals and their importance, kidneys and their functions, 
nephrons. 

38 Endocrine & Reproduction Endocrine glands and functions, exocrine glands, the female reproductive system, menstruation, the male 
reproductive system, hormones and functions, fertilization and fetal development, gestation and childbirth. 

39 Social Issues in Biology Social behavior in animals, innate and learned behavior, conditioning, usage and effects of usage.  Infectious 
diseases and causes and treatment, our biosphere, global warming, overpopulation, waste management, 
destruction of rainforests, endangered species, the ozone layer, solutions to problems. 
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1 Safety Personal safety, types of clothing to wear in the laboratory, shoes and jewelry in the laboratory, laboratory 
rules 

2 Glassware and Equipment Names and uses of various glassware and laboratory equipment, beakers, flasks, cylinders, and measuring 
devices 

3 Basic Lab Techniques Handling reagents, removing solids, heating and pouring liquids from test tubes, testing for odors, reading 
liquid volumes, heating solids with and without air 

4 Measurement 1 Rules for determining significant digits, fractions at unity, solving problems involving fractions at unity, 
determining specific heat, joules 

5 Measurement 2 Conversion factors and steps in converting, specific heat, dimensional analysis 
6 Matter Definition and classification of matter, homogeneous and heterogeneous substances, mixtures, compounds, 

and solutions, intensive and extensive physical properties, physical changes and chemical reactions 
7 Review 1 Review of measurement and matter 
8 Atomic Structure 1 Defining atoms, ions, and isotopes, determining atomic mass and atomic number, calculating average atomic 

mass numbers 
9 Atomic Structure 2 Fundamental atomic theory, shells, subshells, orbitals, and electrons, electron configurations, the diagonal 

rule, atomic diagram 
10 Atomic Structure 3 Discussion and description of the quantum mechanical model of atom, predict electron placement through the 

use of orbitals, predict properties of atoms based on orbital diagrams, the theory of quantum mechanics, 
principal, secondary, magnetic, and spin quantum numbers, Paulis’ Exclusion Principle, Hund’s Rule 

11 The Periodic Table Henry Mosely, modern periodic law, the elements, representative elements, families, periods, transition and 
inner-transition metals, positive and negative charges, ionization energy, electron affinity, chemical activity 

12 Chemical Bonding Evaluating atomic structures to determine if they will bond, ionic, covalent, and polar bonds, Lewis diagrams, 
polyatomic ions, Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion Theory, stabilizing atoms, electronegativity, bonding 
predictions 

13 Nomenclature 1 Inorganic binary compounds, ternary compounds, naming multivalent metals and nonmetal 
14 Nomenclature 2 Nonmetal compounds, naming polyatomic ions, binary acids and oxyacids, and compound acids 
15 Review 2 Review of periodic table, chemical bonding, and nomenclature 
16 Understanding Equations Identifying parts and symbols of chemical equations, balancing chemical equations by inspection, reactants, 

products, aqueous solutions 
17 Forming Compounds Forming binary and ternary compounds, using the periodic chart to determine ionic charges, determining 

subscripts, forming compounds with polyatomic ions 
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18 Synthesis Equations Identifying synthesis equations and predicting products, completing and balancing single synthesis equations, 
diatomic elements, combining small compounds 

19 Single Replacement Predicting production, completing and balancing the single replacement equation, predicting situations that 
will not produce reactions 

20 Double Replacement Recognizing double synthetic replacement equations and predicting products, diatomic elements, combining 
small compounds 

21 Review 3 Review of synthesis equations and compounds 
22 The Mole 1 Developing a basic understanding of Avagadro’s number and molar masses, using molar masses as a 

conversion factor 
23 The Mole 2 Continuation of molar masses, conversion factors 
24 Empirical Formulas Using laboratory equipment to calculate empirical and molecular formulas, calculating theoretical yield of a 

reaction, calculating percent yield of a reaction 
25 Equation Stoichiometry Predicting amount of product that can be produced and comparing this amount to the amount of product 

actually formed. Developing a mathematical foundation for chemistry. 
26 Properties of Gases Description of the properties of gases, distinguishing gas from other matter, using instruments to measure and 

describe gas 
27 The Gas Laws 1 Identification of gas laws, predicting change in gas behavior, describing ideal gases, Boyle’s Law, Charles’ 

Law 
28 The Gas Laws 2 Combined gas laws, identification of variables and equations, pressure in the atmosphere, volume, 

temperature, universal symbols 
29 Review 4 Review of gases and laws 
30 Comprehensive Exam  
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1 Stoichiometry Review of empirical and molecular formulas, theoretical yield of precipitate and gaseous reactions, 
calculation of theoretical yield and percent yield of a reaction involving a limiting reactant. 

2 Thermochemistry Calculating heat capacity and specific heat; first law of thermodynamics, Hess’ Law, heat of reaction, 
enthalpy, heat of formation 

3 Modern Atomic Theory Electromagnetic energy, wave nature of light, emission and absorption spectra, Bohr’s model of the atom, 
wave-particle duality, measuring light 

4 Quantum Mechanics Theory of quantum mechanics, writing orbital diagrams, assigning quantum numbers, writing electron 
configurations, atomic property prediction based on structure 

5 Nuclear Chemistry 1 Completing and balancing nuclear equations, predicting stability of isotopes, calculating energy equivalents 
of given masses; identification of nuclear particles; leptons, mesons, hadrons 

6 Nuclear Chemistry 2 Classifying subatomic particles and forces, nuclear equations; decay equations, bombardment equations, 
fission equations, half-life calculations 

7 Review 1 Review of nuclear chemistry, stoichiometry, and atomic theory 
8 Periodic Properties Periodic properties of the elements; development of the periodic table, relating atomic structure and an 

element’s position on the chart; predicting atomic properties based on position on the chart 
9 Ionic Bonding Predicting formation of ionic bonds, Electron transfer equations; energies of ionic bond formations 

10 Covalent Bonds Predicting non-polar and polar bonds, identification of types of covalent bonds, drawing Lewis structures 
11 Molecular Geometry 1 Valence Shell Electron Repulsion Theory and formula; using VSEPR to predict molecular geometry, 

identifying molecular bond properties by shape, Valence Bond Theory 
12 Molecular Geometry 2 Steps in writing ionic equations, prediction of molecular shapes 
13 Chemical Equations 1 Review of four basic types of equations; review prediction of products of four types of equations, 

identification of symbols used in writing chemical reactions; the diatomic elements 
14 Chemical Equations 2 Synthesis, analysis, single-replacement, and double-replacement reactions, predicting net ionic equations; 

solubility rules; metathesis equations ionic equations, net ionic equations 
15 Review 2 Review of molecular geometry and bonding 
16 States of Matter-Gases Review of gas laws; review of gas properties; kinetic molecular theory; compare and contrast ideal and real 

gases 
17 States of Matter-Liquids Properties of liquids; condensed states of matter, boiling point, heat of vaporization, vapor pressure, 

intermolecular forces; surface tension 
18 States of Matter-Solids Properties of solids; types of crystals; properties of crystals, compressibility 
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19 Solutions Types of solutions, miscible and immiscible solutions, precipitates, expressing solution concentration; factors 
that effect solubility and saturation, the solubility table 

20 Colligative Properties How colligative properties affect vapor pressure, freezing point, and rate of diffusion; Raoult’s Law; freezing-
point depression/boiling-point elevation; osmotic pressure 

21 Review 3 Review of properties of matter 
22 Kinetics Reaction rates; activation energy, rate laws, effect of concentration on rate; effect of temperature on rate; 

effect of catalysts on rate 
23 Acids and Bases 1 Arrhenius definition; Bronstad/Lower definition; pH scale; calculating pH, electrolytes, dissociation, 

monoprotic, diprotic, and tripotic acids 
24 Acids and Bases 2 Strong acids/ bases; prediction of acid strength; calculating pH of a weak acid/weak base; titration; the 

ionization constant 
25 Equilibrium 1 Spontaneous reactions, reversible reactions, writing a mass action expression; evaluation of the equilibrium 

constant; heterogeneous equilibria; calculation and application of equilibrium constant; Le Chatelier’s 
principle 

26 Equilibrium 2 Equilibrium constant equations, neutralization reactions, the role of solvents in ionization 
27 Equilibrium 3 Buffers, buffer solutions, ionization of buffer solutions, carbonic acid-hydrogen carbonate buffers and 

monohydrogen phosphate-dihydrogen buffers 
28 Thermodynamics Conservation of energy, properties of heat and movement, heat of reaction, thermodynamic functions, Gibbs’ 

free energy, entropy, general observations about thermodynamics 
29 Comprehensive Exam Comprehensive exam of course content 
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1 Intro to Earth Science Introduction to earth and space themes, identification of terms associated with course, overview of careers 
associated with earth and space science 

2 Skills Development 1 Using diagrams, charts, and tables to display information, comparison of uses of pie charts, line charts, bar 
graphs, etc. 

3 Skills Development 2 Measurement of metric mass and length, area, and volume.   
4 Earth Chemistry Review of elements and their properties, atomic structure, and nuclear forces  
5 Review 1 Review of previous lessons 
6 The Universe History and structure of the universe, laws of matter in the universe, observations of events and phenomena in 

the universe 
7 Galaxies & Stars Examination of large distances, long time scales, the nature of nuclear reactions, identification of various 

galaxies and types of stars, star temperatures, white dwarfs, super-giants, novas, and black holes 
8 The Sun Origin of the sun, radio waves, ultra-violet, infrared, and gamma rays, sunspots, solar flares 
9 Constellations Identification and location of constellations, gravitation and expansion of constellations and the universe, 

energy produced by constellations 
10 The Solar System Identification of objects and events in the solar system, how the solar system has changed through billions of 

years, orbits, satellites, characteristics of various planets 
11 The Planet Earth Study of interactions among the earth, the oceans, the atmosphere, and organisms, how natural occurrences 

such as earthquakes and volcanoes affect the surface of the earth, plate tectonics 
12 The Earth’s Moon Examination of the characteristics and cycles of the moon, the orbit of the moon, lunar features, how the 

moon affects the earth 
13 The History of Flight Origins of flights in Greek mythology, balloons, airships, dirigibles, zeppelins, and airplanes, warplanes, and 

modern air travel 
14 History of Space Flight Development of rockets, jet engines, Sputnik, the Mercury program, Gemini, Apollo programs, lunar landing 

programs, skylabs and crews of each 
15 Review 2 Review of the solar system, stars, planets, and flight 
16 The Atmosphere Characteristics of different atmospheric layers, heating and cooling of the atmosphere and oceans, convection 

within the atmosphere, wind and ocean currents 
17 Formation of Winds 1 Cloud cover, the rotation of the earth, static conditions and their effects on weather; weather terms, weather 

cycles 
18 Formation of Winds 2 Air currents, high and low pressure, global winds, Coriolis effect, doldrums, horse latitudes, trade winds, the 

jet stream, monsoons, weather satellites 
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19 Clouds & Fronts Identification of various cloud types, weather symbols, warm fronts, cold fronts, occlusive fronts, and 
stationary fronts 

20 Storms & Climate 1 Weather predictions, thunderstorms, thunder, lightning, hurricanes, tornadoes, blizzards 
21 Storms & Climate 2 Climatology, temperature, latitude, precipitation, oceans, altitude, mountain ranges, climate zones, world 

climates, climate in the United States 
22 Review 3 Review of atmosphere, winds, weather, storms, and climate 
23 The Hydrosphere The importance of water, forms of water, water as a requirement for life and in the development of 

civilizations, uses of water, the water cycle, water shortages, and water  
24 The Oceans Characteristics and conditions of oceans and salt water; life forms in the ocean; tides and currents; the ocean 

floor, features of the ocean floor, currents, location of the oceans of the world 
25 Ocean Features Oceanography, structure of ocean floors, the continental shelf, slope, rise, margin, and ocean basins, 

submarine life, seamounts, reefs, coral, ridges, guyots, abyssal plains, tides, upwelling, and wave features 
26 Surface Water Identification of characteristics and location of sources of fresh water on the earth; life forms found in fresh 

water; the water cycle and transfer of energy; glacier formation and movement, polar ice caps, life forms that 
are supported by the ice caps; movement and increase and decrease in size of glaciers and ice caps 

27 Underground Water Sources and locations of various underground water systems; the water table, connections between 
underground and surface water systems 

28 Review 4 Review of the hydrosphere, oceans, and other water 
29 The Lithosphere Identification and examination of layers of the earth, the conditions at each layer, mineral and fossil fuel 

sources; decay of radioactive isotopes and the production of energy, identification and location of various 
physical characteristics of the earth’s surface; how the surface of the earth has changed through time; heating 
and cooling of the earth’s surface 

30 Plate Tectonics Identification of plates and plate types, identification of various plate movement and how they affect the 
surface of the earth and the oceans 

31 Mountains Definition of topography; measurement of various features of the earth, rock sequences and formation; soil 
types and formation, identification and location of various mountain ranges of the United States and the world 

32 Volcanoes Examination of volcano types, formations, types of eruptions, elements of volcanic eruptions; predicting 
volcano activity; effects of volcanic activity on the atmosphere 

33 Rocks & Minerals Rock types, characteristics, formation, systems for dating; rocks and soil; fossils; using radioactive isotopes to 
measure time, identification of minerals, characteristics of minerals, mineral resources and their uses; 
measuring minerals 
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34 Weathering & Erosion Examination of the effects of geochemical cycles on the surface of the earth; the ice ages; extinction of 
various species, soil types and characteristics; soil movement; soil composition; elements of soil; examination 
of time and space dimensions and concepts; measuring large lengths of time; identification of various global 
ages 

35 Fossils & Dinosaurs Fossil formation and uses; sources of fossil fuels; using fossils to correlate sequences of geologic time, 
Examination of animal and plant life in the early ages of the earth; correlation of physical features; food 
sources, and causes of extinction 

36 Energy Renewable and non-renewable forms of energy; identification of various types of energy including thermal, 
solar, kinetic, fossil fuel, water power and wind energy; identification and location of natural resources of the 
earth, technology that allows for the most efficient use, reuse, and conservation of natural resources 

37 Review 5 Review of topography, rocks, and soil 
38 Comprehensive Exam Comprehensive examination over entire course content 
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1 Introduction to Physics Physics, the search for understanding; introduction to physics concepts and term; the scientific method 
2 The Language of Physics Mathematics as the language of physics; review of mathematical principles that apply to physics; review of 

algebra and trigonometry 
3 Motion in a Straight Line Scalar and vector quantities; the formula for velocity 
4 Acceleration The formulas for acceleration 
5 Acceleration from Gravity The effect of gravity on acceleration, calculating speed of acceleration 
6 Review 1 Review of mathematical principles and acceleration 
7 Forces The four forces in nature; Newton’s first law of motion; Newton’s second law of motion Mass versus weight; 

Newton’s third law of motion 
8 Vectors Vector addition; finding the resultant mathematically 
9 Motion in Two Dimensions Difference of straight line and two-dimensional motion; factors that affect motion 

10 Projectile Motion Motion in two dimensions; the horizontal and vertical components of projectile motion 
11 Universal Gravitation Kepler’s laws of planetary motion; universal gravitation 
12 Momentum Impulse and the change in momentum; conservation of momentum 
13 Review 2 Review of motion, forces, and momentum 
14 Work The definition of work; power; calculating work 
15 Simple Machines The use of simple machines in the performance of work; mechanical advantage 
16 Energy The meaning of potential energy and kinetic energy; the relationship between potential energy and kinetic 

energy, and the conservation of energy 
17 Thermal Energy The kinetic theory; temperature and the temperature scales; the first law of thermodynamics; specific heat 
18 Gas Laws Pressure; Boyle’s law; Charles’ law; combined gas law; the ideal gas law 
19 Review 3 Review of energy and machines 
20 Waves and Wave Energy Types of waves; wave characteristics, measuring wave energy 
21 Sound Definition of sound; an appreciation of hearing and music 
22 Light What is light?  Reflection and refraction; Snell’s law; the pinhole camera; ray diagrams for mirrors and lens 
23 Review 4 Review of energy 
24 Electricity The atom; static electricity; the magnet; the meaning of current; the unit of charge 
25 Series Circuits The flow of electrons; the units for electric current and power; Ohm’s law; current, voltage, and resistance 
26 Parallel Circuits Definition of parallel circuits and differences in circuits 
27 Combined Circuits Identification of combined electrical circuits and how they work 
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28 Transmission Description of how electricity is generated and how it is transported from point of generation to point of use 
29 Astronomy A brief review of astronomy 
31 Review 5 Review of electricity and circuits 
30 Comprehensive Exam Comprehensive review of course content 
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1 Biology Themes 
Characteristics of life (cells, heredity and DNA, energy requirement, homeostasis, response to stimuli and 
environment, growth and development, organization); introduction to branches of biology; unifying themes; 
importance of biological sciences to human society 

2 History of Biology 

Major contributions and theoretical framework; development of cell theory; history of genetics and 
evolutionary theory; unification of the themes of the cellular basis of life, heredity and evolution by natural 
selection to explain the diversity and connectedness of life on earth today; introduction to current issues in 
biotechnology 

3 The Scientific Method 
Underlying steps and rationale of the scientific method, inductive and deductive reasoning; explanation of how 
the scientific method is used to gain knowledge; hypothesis formation and theory generation; examples of how 
the scientific method is used to answer questions about the natural world 

4 Designing Experiments 
Sources of information; experimental design; identification of dependent and independent variables; purpose of 
experimental controls; purpose of controlled experimental conditions; team and consensus building; suggested 
activities included 

5 Collecting Data Laboratory tools and procedures; data and measurements; non-experimental data; use of appropriate 
technologies; using spreadsheets to enter data; creating computer graphs 

6 Interpreting and Presenting 
Data 

Processes of data interpretation; use and interpretation of tables, graphs, and diagrams; concept of statistical 
analysis; alternative explanations; communication and defense of results; team and consensus building; 
suggested activities included 

7 Basic Chemistry Energy and matter; atoms; molecules and compounds; chemical bonds and chemical reactions; water and 
importance of water to life; pH, acids, bases and buffers; chemical solutions 

8 The Chemistry of Life Organic molecules in living things; structure and functions of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nucleic acids 
(DNA and RNA); chemical reactions in cells, introduction to enzymes and ATP 

9 Cells and Cell Theory Characteristics of cells; cellular basis of life; cell theory; regulation of cellular activities; evolution of cells 

10 Types of Cells Prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells; unicellular protists; fungal cells; plant and animal cells; cell differentiation in 
complex organisms 

11 Cell Structure and Function 
Structure and function of cellular components, including the nucleus, organelles, cytoskeleton and ribosomes; 
the cell membrane and transport processes such as diffusion, osmosis, passive and active transport processes; 
endocytosis and exocytosis 

12 Energy and Cells 
Energy and energy transformations; the sun and life on earth; energy and organic molecules; cellular 
metabolism; enzymes; regulation of metabolism by enzymes, ATP; cellular respiration and photosynthesis; 
energy flows from the cell to ecosystem scales 
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13 Cell Division The cell cycle, mitosis and meiosis; regulation of the cell cycle; cancer and the cell cycle; unique 
characteristics of meiosis; meiosis and genetic variation; diploid and haploid cells 

14 Reproduction and 
Development  

Modes of asexual and sexual reproduction; binary fission, budding, regeneration, vegetative processes; life 
cycles in sexual reproduction; modes of sexual reproduction; cell differentiation, growth, and development; 
stem cells 

15 DNA: Genes and 
Chromosomes 

Introduction to inheritance and molecular genetics; sources of genetic variation; genetics terms; karyotype; 
genomes 

16 Mendelian Genetics Classical genetics, Mendel’s experiments, Punnet squares, dihybrid crosses and independent assortment, 
pedigrees 

17 Patterns of Inheritance Non-Mendelian inheritance (polygenic traits, co-dominance, incomplete dominance); sex linked inheritance; 
genetic diseases; changes in chromosome number 

18 Molecular Genetics DNA and RNA; introduction to gene expression and regulation; transcription and translation; mutation and 
disease; mutation and evolution; gene technology 

19 Evolution Overview 
Overarching concepts of evolution; evidence that supports evolutionary theory including fossils, biogeography, 
comparative anatomy, biochemistry and molecular genetics: development of evolutionary theory; evolution 
and diversity 

20 Natural Selection and 
Microevolution 

Darwinian evolution; mechanisms of evolution; sources of genetic variation; adaptation and natural selection, 
examples of natural selection and microevolution 

21 Extinction, Speciation, and 
Macroevolution 

Biological species concept; development of new species; reproductive isolation; mass extinctions; molecular 
clocks; descent with modification; unity and diversity of life; human evolution  

22 Classification, Taxonomy, 
and Phylogeny 

Basis for classification schemes; classification of living things, phylogeny and evolutionary relationships; 
cladograms; the tree of life 

23 Viruses, Viroids, and Prions Structure, function, and importance of non-living chemical infectious agents; importance of viruses to 
microevolution in bacteria and other organisms; kinds of viruses; prions and viroids; viral diseases 

24 
The Prokaryotes: 
Archaebacteria and 
Eubacteria 

Basic biology, diversity, ecology, and medical significance of bacteria; unique characteristics of prokaryotes; 
Archaebacteria and Eubacteria; bacterial metabolism; nitrogen fixation and decomposition, bacterial diseases, 
use of bacteria in industry and biotechnology 

25 The Protists Basic biology, diversity, ecology, and medical significance of protists; characteristics of protists; major phyla; 
protists as primary producers; use in industry; diseases caused by protists. 

26 Fungi Basic biology, diversity, ecology, and medical significance of fungi; characteristics of fungi; major phyla; 
fungi as symbionts and decomposers; use of fungi in industry; diseases caused by fungi 
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27 Plant Diversity Characteristics of plants; non vascular plants, seedless vascular plants, gymnosperms, angiosperms, monocots 
and dicots; evolution of plants; plants and people 

28 Plant Responses Plant responses to internal changes and environmental stimuli, plant hormones, plant growth and development 

29 Animal Diversity: 
Invertebrates 

Major animal phyla and their characteristics; evolutionary innovations of major phyla; major vertebrate groups 
and their characteristics; evolution of vertebrates 

30 Animal Diversity: 
Vertebrates 

Comparative morphology, anatomy and physiology of animal phyla; comparative anatomy and physiology of 
vertebrates; evolution of nervous, respiratory, circulatory, and excretory systems of animals 

31 Animal Form and Function Comparative morphology, anatomy and physiology of animal phyla; comparative anatomy and physiology of 
vertebrates; evolution of nervous, respiratory, circulatory, and excretory systems of animals 

32 Animal Behavior Animal responses to internal changes and environmental stimuli; coordination and control of animal responses 
(nervous and hormonal), behavior and evolution; instinct and learned behavior; human behavior 

33 Human Biology I Organization of the human body; tissue types and their functions; organs and organ systems; maintenance of 
homeostasis; integration and control 

34 Human Biology II General structure and function of human organ systems: integumentary, musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, 
respiratory, digestive, urinary, immune, nervous, endocrine, and reproductive 

35 Ecology Overview 
Definition of ecology; ecology subdisciplines; ecology and evolution; ecology and flows of energy and matter; 
ecology and distribution of organisms; organization in living systems; relationship between cellular activities 
and flows of matter and energy in ecosystems 

36 Populations and 
Communities 

Population ecology, communities, trophic levels and energy flow; predation, competition, symbioses, 
succession; population dynamics and evolution 

37 Energy, Matter, and 
Ecosystems 

Energy flows and biogeochemical cycling of matter; organisms and environment; interdependence of living 
things; nonrenewable resources 

38 Biomes and the Biosphere Climate and distribution of living things on earth; diversity of aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems; interactions 
of sun, earth, atmosphere, water, and biosphere 

39 Humans and Environments Human population; human impacts on biosphere including habitat destruction, pollution, and overuse of 
nonrenewable resources 
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